Part 7—The Dhimmi
Dhimmitude is a provision in Islam that allows unbelievers to live within the Islam community.
Under these conditions you can still practice your religious beliefs. Well, that is thoughtful! No, it is not.
The goal of dhimmitude is to shame and persecute/pressure a person until they CONVERT.
The Treaty (Pact) of Umar was a formal treated with specific details of what a dhimmi (pronounced
Zimmy) could do and not do. This included behavior and dress. It is very restrictive.
The first condition of dhimmitude was to pay an extremely high Dhimmi tax (jizya) which is at the
minimum a 50 % of everything you own and make. The second condition of dhimmitude is that you
still must follow Sharia law. The third condition is that your practice of your religion cannot be in any way
public, it must be private (their definition of private is extreme) and you are being watched!
The fourth condition is that you have no civil rights and the Koran explains very adamantly and clearly how
the Muslim is to humiliate and physically punish the dhimmi (beatings, rape, etc)
The idea was not to be understand and accepting. The goals of Dhimmitude is two-fold.
First, to fund jihad by confiscating most of the dhimmi’s wealth---both present and future. Second, to
wear a kafir down until they would eventually convert to Islam or die being publicly abused. Dhimmitude
has been a great tool to conversion by way of slow torture. Remember the goal of Islam is not to be
accepting of others but to CONVERT or KILL every kafir and to remove any vestige of the kafir. That
is why they destroy historical sites such as over 20,000 such sites in Turkey alone. That is their Great
Commission. Never forget that! And they use any method they can to deceive until they can dominate.
Here is a classic example of the DUALITY we have in Islam. The Muslim will say they are
“tolerant of other religions.” We think of that concept in a western, Christian way--that they allow others to
worship freely in their culture. No way! They are referring to dhimmitude which is not tolerance, as we
think of tolerance, but that’s their definition of tolerance—that they didn’t kill you instantly. Their tolerance
is dhimmitude which is a process of slow conversion or death through confiscation and physical
punishment (torture). The Muslim will ALWAYS coerce and pressure others to bring in SHARIA
conformity.
A very effective process of takeover over the centuries has been to establish small, but growing
communities within kafir nations that will appear to be conforming to that nation’s laws, but yet, also
establishing Sharia law in those communities. As those communities continue to grow they will eventually,
like a cancer, wear down and consume the host nation. We see that process very evident in Europe and
America, although Europe is further advanced in this process and is a prediction of what is to come here.
Remember they will NEVER quit coercing and pressuring, using duality to deceive and the
pressure of dhimmitude, etc. until EVERY kafir is converted or dead. Let’s look at some of the pressuring
today. Take, for example, Freedom of speech vs. Muslim cartoons. The newspapers were pressured by
the Islamic community until they quit printing the Muslim cartoons. They were pressured into not offending
Allah.

Although the same newspapers have no problem printing things/cartoons that offends Christians
and blasphemes God. Remember, newspapers are in the business of selling newspapers. They would
have sold more newspapers by printing those cartoons but they were coerced/pressured into not printing
by Muslims. That is dhimmitude! Slowly, pressuring to accept Sharia Law. Other such forms of
dhimmitude include Muslim arrangements at Gitmo, Muslim foot-washing facilities at airports, Muslim
meditation rooms at universities and the list goes on. Forcing our national institutions, little by little, to
conform to Sharia law. This is dhimmitude! Do any of these institutions make special exceptions for
Hindus, Bhuddist, Jews, Christians? You may say, “well we are just being understanding and
compassionate.” Yes, but THEY don’t see it that way. It is their implementation of their Great

THE NATIONS THAT DO NOT STUDY AND UNDERSTAND
POLITICAL ISLAM ARE DOOMED TO BE SUBJUGATED TO CONVERSION
OR DIE!! That is the purpose of this study, to understand and oppose.
Commission.

Let me add a final word about duality. This is so very important. “Islam is a religion of

peace.” Have you ever heard that? Of course. When we think of peace we think of the absence of
conflict. Not the Muslim. For them, peace is either your conversion or your death. Then you have
peace or absence of conflict with them!
But there are peace-loving Muslims. Exactly! But not YOUR DEFINITION of peace. Remember,
Islam is basically a political movement not a religious one. The Muslim can use any method to conquer
the kafir. If it means blending in until they can conquer, they will. If it means lying, being western in
approach, etc. the Koran allows them to do almost anything that leads the conquering of kafir. It is a very

PRAGMATIC political system.
MEANS!

In other word, the end result (conversion or death of kair) justifies ANY

